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Expect is a program to control interactive applications. These applications interactively prompt and expect a user to enter keystrokes in response. By using Expect, you can write simple scripts to automate these interactions. And using automated interactive programs, you will be able to solve problems that you never would have even considered before.

Expect can save you hours of drudgery, and this book will start you on your way. This first chapter is an overview of Expect. I will describe some simple applications and present some short scripts. However, the explanations are not intended to be complete but rather to whet your appetite and give you a taste of the good things to come. In the following chapters, I will revisit all of the concepts mentioned in this chapter and cover them in more detail.

**Ouch, Those Programs Are Painful!**

`fsck`, the UNIX file system check program, can be run from a shell script only with the `-y` or `-n` options. The manual defines the `-y` option as follows:

> Assume a yes response to all questions asked by `fsck`; this should be used with extreme caution, as it is a free license to continue, even after severe problems are encountered.

The `-n` option is safer, but almost uselessly so. This kind of interface is inexcusably bad, yet many programs have the same style. `ftp`, a file transfer program, has an option that disables interactive prompting so that it can be run from a script. But it provides no way to take alternative action should an error occur.
Expect is a tool for controlling interactive programs. It solves the \texttt{fsck} problem, providing all the interactive functionality non-interactively. Expect is not specifically designed for \texttt{fsck} and can handle errors from \texttt{ftp} as well.

The problems with \texttt{fsck} and \texttt{ftp} illustrate a major limitation in the user interface offered by shells such as \texttt{sh}, \texttt{csh}, and others (which I will generically refer to as "the shell" from now on). The shell does not provide a way of reading output from and writing input to a program. This means the shell can run \texttt{fsck}, but only by missing out on some of its useful features. Some programs cannot be run at all from a shell script. For example, \texttt{passwd} cannot be run without a user interactively supplying the input. Similar programs that cannot be automated in a shell script are \texttt{telnet}, \texttt{crypt}, \texttt{su}, \texttt{rlogin}, and \texttt{gdb}. A large number of application programs are written with the same fault of demanding user input.

Expect was designed specifically to interact with \textit{interactive} programs. An Expect programmer can write a script describing the dialogue. Then the Expect program can run the "interactive" program non-interactively. Expect can also be used to automate only parts of a dialogue, since control can be passed from the script to the keyboard and vice versa. This allows a script to do the drudgery and a user to do the fun stuff.
A Very Brief Overview

Expect programs can be written in C or C++, but are almost always written using Tcl.† Tcl is an interpreted language that is widely used in many other applications. If you already use a Tcl-based application, you will not have to learn a new language for Expect.

Tcl is a very typical-looking shell-like language. There are commands to set variables (set), control flow (if, while, foreach, etc.), and perform the usual math and string operations. Of course, UNIX programs can be called (exec). I will provide a quick introduction to the language in Chapter 2 (p. 23).

Expect is integrated on top of Tcl and provides additional commands for interacting with programs. Expect is named after the specific command that waits for output from a program. The expect command is the heart of the Expect program. The expect command describes a list of patterns to watch for. Each pattern is followed by an action. If the pattern is found, the action is executed.

For example, the following fragment is from a script that involves a login. When executed, the script waits for the strings “welcome”, “failed”, or “busy”, and then it evaluates one of the corresponding actions. The action associated with busy shows how multiple commands can be evaluated. The timeout keyword is a special pattern that matches if no other pattern matches in a certain amount of time.

```tcl
expect {
    *welcome* break
    *failed* abort
    timeout abort
    *busy* {
        puts *busy*
        continue
    }
}
```

A First Script — dialback

It is surprising how little scripting is necessary to produce something useful. Below is a script that dials a phone. It is used to reverse the charges so that long-distance phone calls are charged to the computer. It is invoked with the phone number as its argument.

---

† Tcl is pronounced “tickle”. Some people are uncomfortable using this particular word in a formal setting. In that case, I recommend either saying the letters (i.e., “tee cee ell”) or coming up with a name suitable to your audience (e.g., “macho stud language”). Whatever works for you.
spawn tip modem
expect "connected"
send "ATD$argv\r"
# modem takes a while to connect
set timeout 60
expect "CONNECT"

The first line runs the tip program so that the output of a modem can be read by expect and its input written by send. Once tip says it is connected, the modem is told to dial using the command ATD followed by the phone number. The phone number is retrieved from argv, which is a variable predefined to contain the original argument with which the script was called.

The fourth line is just a comment noting that the variable being set in the next line controls how long expect will wait before giving up. At this point, the script waits for the call to complete. No matter what happens, expect terminates. If the call succeeds, the system detects that a user is connected and prompts with "login:".

Actual scripts do more error checking, of course. For example, the script could retry if the call fails. But the point here is that it does not take much code to produce useful scripts. This six-line script replaced a 60Kb executable (written in C) that did the same thing!

In Chapter 16 (p. 351), I will talk more about the dialback concept and show a different way to do it.

**Total Automation**

Earlier I mentioned some programs that cannot be automated with the shell. It is difficult to imagine why you might even want to embed some of these programs in shell scripts. Certainly the original authors of the programs did not conceive of this need. As an example, consider passwd.

passwd is the command to change a password. The passwd program does not take the new password from the command line. Instead, it interactively prompts for it—twice. Here is what it looks like when run by a system administrator. (When run by users, the interaction is slightly more complex because they are prompted for their old passwords as well.)

```
# passwd libes
Changing password for libes on thunder.
New password:
Retype new password:
```

This is fine for a single password. But suppose you have accounts of your own on a number of unrelated computers and you would like them all to have the same
Tcl—Introduction And Overview

Expect does not have its own special-purpose language. Expect uses Tcl, a popular language for embedding in applications. Tcl provides lots of basic commands such as if/then/else, while, and set. Expect extends the language with commands such as expect and interact.

This chapter is an introduction and overview of Tcl. While not covering all of Tcl, this chapter does provide everything that the rest of the book depends on, and this is enough to write virtually any Expect script. Even if you already know Tcl, you may find it helpful to read this chapter. In this chapter, I will emphasize things about Tcl that you may not have thought much about before.

You probably want to get on with using Expect, and I can understand the urge to skip this chapter in the hopes of learning as little Tcl as possible so you can put Expect to work for you now. Please be patient and it will all fit together that much more easily.

If you do skip this chapter and you find yourself wondering about points in the other chapters, turn back to this chapter and read it.

A few concepts will not be covered here but will be explained as they are encountered for the first time in other chapters. The index can help you locate where each command is first defined and used.

I will occasionally mention when a particular Tcl command or feature is similar to C. It is not necessary that you know C in order to use Tcl, but if you do know it, such statements are clues that you can rely on what you already know from that language.

Everything Is A String

The types of variables are not declared in Tcl. There is no need since there is only one type: string. Every value is a string. Numbers are strings. Even commands and variables
are strings! The following commands set the variable name to the string value "Don", the variable word to the value "foobar", and the variable pi to "3.14159".

    set name Don
    set word foobar
    set pi 3.14159

Variable names, values, and commands are case sensitive. So the variable "name" is different than "Name".

To access a variable's value, prefix the variable name with a dollar sign ($). The following command sets the variable phrase to foobar by retrieving it from the variable word.

    set phrase $word

Variable substitutions can occur anywhere in a command, not just at the beginning of an argument. The following command sets the variable phrase2 to the string "word=foobar".

    set phrase2 word=$word

You can insert a literal dollar sign by prefixing it with a backslash. The following command sets the variable money to the value "$1000".

    set money \$1000

The backslash is also a useful way to embed other special characters in strings. For example, "\t" is a tab and "\b" is a backspace. Most of the Standard C backslash conventions are supported including \ followed by one to three octal digits and \x followed by any number of hex digits.† I will mention more of these escapes later.

    # stick control-Z in a variable
    set controlZ \032
    # define control-C
    set controlC \x03
    # define string with embedded control-Z and tab
    set oddword foo\032bar\tgorp

A command beginning with "#" is a comment. It extends to the end of the line. You can think of "#" as a command whose arguments are discarded.

Multiple commands can be strung together if they are separated by a semicolon. A literal semicolon can be embedded by prefacing it with a backslash.

    set word1 foo; set word2 bar    ;# two commands
    set word3 foo\;bar             ;# one command

† The use of \0 by itself to represent the null character is the only escape not supported. I will describe how to handle nulls in Chapter 6 (p. 155).
The "; #" sequence above is a common way of a tacking comments on the end of a line. The ";" ends the previous command and the "#" starts the comment. Writing the "; #" together avoids the possibility of having your comment unintentionally accepted as additional arguments because of a forgotten semicolon.

Commands are normally terminated at the end of a line, but a backslash at the end of a line allows multi-line commands. The backslash-newline sequence and any following whitespace behaves as if it were a single space. Later, I will show other ways of writing multi-line commands.

    set word \
    really-long-string-which-does-not-quite-fit-on-previous-line

**Quoting Conventions**

Tcl separates arguments by whitespace (blanks, tabs, etc.). You can pass space characters by double quoting an argument. The quotes are not part of the argument; they just serve to keep it together. Tcl is similar to the shell in this respect.

    set string1 "Hello world"

Double quotes prevent ";" from breaking things up.

    set string2 "A semicolon ; is in here"

Keeping an argument together is all that double quotes do. Character sequences such as $, \t, and \b still behave as before.

    set name "Sam"
    set age 17
    set word2 "My name is $name; my age is $age;"

After execution of these three commands, word2 is left with the value "My name is Sam; my age is 17;".

Notice that in the first command Sam was quoted, while in the second command 17 was not quoted, even though neither contained blanks. When arguments do not have blanks, you do not have to quote them but I often do anyway—they are easier to read. However, I do not bother to quote numbers because quoted numbers simply look funny. Anyway, numbers never contain whitespace.

You can actually have whitespace in command names and variable names in which case you need to quote them too. I will show how to do this later, but I recommend you avoid it if possible.
**Return Values**

All commands return values. For example, the `pid` command returns the process id of the current process. To evaluate a command and use its return value as an argument or inside an argument, embed the command in brackets. The bracketed command is replaced by its return value.

```
set p "My pid is [pid]."
```

The `set` command returns its second argument. The following command sets `b` and `a` to 0.

```
set b "[set a 0]"
```

When it comes to deciding what are arguments, brackets are a special case. Tcl groups everything between matching brackets, so it is not necessary to quote arguments that already have all their whitespace enclosed entirely within brackets. The following are all legal.

```
set b [set a 0]
set b "[set a 0]"
set b "[set a 0]hello world"
set b [set a 0]hello
```

After execution of this last command, `a` is set to "0" and `b` is set to "0hello".

With only one argument, `set` returns the value of its first argument.

```
set c [set b]
```

Calling `set` with one argument is similar to using the dollar sign. Indeed, the previous command can be rewritten as `set c $b`. However they are not always interchangeable. Consider the two commands:

```
set $phello
set [set p]hello
```

The first returns the value of the variable `p_hello`. The second returns the value of the variable `p` concatenated with the string "hello".

The $ syntax is shorter but does not automatically terminate the end of the variable. In the rare cases where the variable just runs right into more alphanumeric characters, the one-argument `set` command in brackets is useful.

The one-argument `set` command is also useful when entering commands interactively. For example, here is what it looks like when I type a command to the Tcl interpreter:‡

‡ When Tcl is installed, it creates a program called `tclsh` (which stands for "Tcl shell" but is usually pronounced "ticklish"). `tclsh` is a program that contains only the Tcl commands and interpreter. Typing directly to `tclsh` is not the usual way to use Tcl, but `tclsh` is convenient for experimenting with the basic Tcl commands. `tclsh` actually prompts with a bare "$", but I show it here as "tclsh> " so that you cannot confuse it with the C-shell prompt.

...
Three commands are central to the power of Expect: send, expect, and spawn. The send command sends strings to a process, the expect command waits for strings from a process, and the spawn command starts a process.

In this chapter, I will describe these commands and another one that is very useful: interact. To best understand this chapter, it will help to have some basic familiarity with Tcl. If you are wondering about a command that is not explained, look it up in the index for a reference in the previous chapter and read about it there.

**The send Command**

The send command takes a string as an argument and sends it to a process. For example:

```
send "hello world"
```

This sends the string "hello world" (without the quotes). If Expect is already interacting with a program, the string will be sent to that program. But initially, send will send to the standard output. Here is what happens when I type this to the Expect interpreter interactively:

```
expect1.1> send "hello world"
hello world
```

The `send` command does not format the string in any way, so after it is printed the next Expect prompt gets appended to it without any space. To make the prompt appear on a different line, put a newline character at the end of the string. A newline is represented by "\n".
expect1.1> send "hello world\n"
hello world
expect1.2>

If these commands are stored in a file, speak, the script can be executed from the UNIX command line:

```
% expect speak
hello world
%
```

With a little magic it is possible to invoke the file as just “speak” rather than “expect speak”. On most systems it suffices to insert the line “#!/usr/local/bin/expect” and say “chmod +x speak; rehash”. I will explain this in more detail in Chapter 9 (p. 215). For now, just take it on faith.

The expect Command

expect is the opposite of send. The expect command waits for a response, usually from a process. expect can wait for a specific string, but more often expect is used to wait for any string that matches a given pattern. Analogous to send, the expect command initially waits for characters from the keyboard. Using them, I can create a little conversation:

```
expect "hi\n"
send "hello there!\n"
```

When run, the interaction looks like this:

```
hi
hello there!
```

I typed the string hi and then pressed return. My input matched the pattern “hi\n”. Ideally, a return would be matched with “\r”; however, the UNIX terminal driver translates a return to “\n”. As you will see later on, it is rarely necessary to have to worry about this mapping because most of Expect’s interactions occur with programs not users, anyway. Nonetheless, it is occasionally useful to expect input from people. Plus, it is much easier to experiment with Expect this way.

If expect reads characters that do not match the expected string, it continues waiting for more characters. If I had typed hello followed by a return, expect would continue to wait for “hi\n”.  

---

† It actually reads from standard input which is typically the keyboard. For now, I will treat them as if they were the same thing.
‡ You can disable this behavior by saying "stty -icrnl" to the shell, but most programs expect this mapping to take place so learn to live with it.
When the matching string is finally typed, `expect` returns. But before returning, `expect` stores the matched characters in a variable called `expect_out(0,string)`. All of the matched characters plus the characters that came earlier but did not match are stored in a variable called `expect_out(buffer)`. `expect` does this every time it matches characters. The names of these variables may seem odd, but they will make more sense later on.

Imagine the following script:

```plaintext
  expect "hi\n"
  send "you typed <$expect_out(buffer)>"
  send "but I only expected <$expect_out(0,string)>"
```

The angle brackets do not do anything special. They will just appear in the output, making it clear where the literal text stops and the variable values start. When run the script looks like this:

```
Nice weather, eh?
  hi
  you typed <Nice weather, eh?
  hi>
  but I only expected <hi>
```

I typed "Nice weather, eh?" <return> "hi" <return>. `expect` reported that it found the `hi` but it also found something unexpected: "Nice weather, eh?\n".

**Anchoring**

Finding unexpected data in the input does not bother `expect`. It keeps looking until it finds something that matches. It is possible to prevent `expect` from matching when unexpected data arrives before a pattern. The caret (^) is a special character that only matches the beginning of the input. If the first character of the pattern is a caret, the remainder of the pattern must match starting at the beginning of the incoming data. It cannot skip over characters to find a valid match. For example, the pattern `^hi` matches if I enter "hiccup" but not if I enter "sushi".

The dollar sign ($) is another special character. It matches the end of the data. The pattern `hi$` matches if I enter "sushi" but not if I enter "hiccup". And the pattern `^hi$` matches neither "sushi" nor "hiccup". It matches "hi" and nothing else.

Patterns that use the ^ or $ are said to be **anchored**. Some programs, such as `sed`, define anchoring in terms of the beginning of a line. This makes sense for `sed`, but not for `expect`. `expect` anchors at the beginning of whatever input it has received without regard to line boundaries.
When patterns are *not* anchored, patterns match beginning at the earliest possible position in the string. For example, if the pattern is hi and the input is philosophic, the hi in philo is matched rather than the hi in sophic. In the next section, this subtlety will become more important.

**What Happens When Input Does Not Match**

Once `expect` has matched data to a pattern, it moves the data to the `expect_out` array as I showed earlier. The matched data is no longer eligible to be matched. Additional matches can only take place with new data.

Consider the following fragment:

```plaintext
expect "hi"
send "$expect_out(0,string) $expect_out(buffer)"
```

If I execute these two commands, Expect waits for me to enter hi. If I enter philosophic followed by a return, Expect finds the hi and prints:

```
hi phi
```

If I execute the two commands again, Expect prints:

```
hi losophi
```

Even though there were two occurrences of hi, the first time `expect` matched the first one, moving it into `expect_out`. The next `expect` started from where the previous one had left off.

With simple patterns like these, `expect` always stops waiting and returns immediately after matching the pattern. If `expect` receives more input than it needs, that input is remembered for the possibility of matching in later `expect` commands. In other words, `expect` buffers its input. This allows `expect` to receive input before it is actually ready to use it. The input will be held in an `input buffer` until an `expect` pattern matches it. This buffer is internal to `expect` and is not accessible to the script in any way except by matching patterns against it.

After the second `expect` above, the buffer must hold c\n. This is all that was left after the second hi in philosophic. The \n is there, of course, because after entering the word, I pressed return.

What happens if the commands are run again? In this case, `expect` is not going to find anything to match hi. The `expect` command eventually *times out* and returns. By default, after 10 seconds `expect` gives up waiting for input that matches the pattern. This ability to give up waiting is very useful. Typically, there is some reasonable amount of time to wait for input after which there is no further point to waiting. The choice of 10 seconds is good for many tasks. But there is no hard rule. Programs almost never
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Glob Patterns And Other Basics

In the last chapter, I showed some simple patterns that allow you to avoid having to specify exactly what you want to wait for. In this chapter, I will describe how to use patterns that you are already probably familiar with from the shell—glob patterns. I will also describe what happens when patterns do not match. I will go over some other basic situations such as how to handle timeouts. Finally I will describe what to do at the ends of scripts and processes.

The * Wildcard

Suppose you want to match all of the input and the only thing you know about it is that hi occurs within it. You are not sure if there is more to it, or even if another hi might appear. You just want to get it all. To do this, use the asterisk (*). The asterisk is a wildcard that matches any number of characters. You can write:

    expect "hi**
    send "$expect_out(0,string) $expect_out(buffer)"

If the input buffer contained "philosophic\n", expect would match the entire buffer. Here is the output from the previous commands:

    hilosophic
    philosophic

The pattern hi matched the literal hi while the * matched the string "losophic\n". The first p was not matched by anything in the pattern so it shows up in expect_out(buffer) but not in expect_out(0,string).
Earlier I said that * matches any number of characters. More precisely, it matches the longest string possible while still allowing the pattern itself to match. With the input buffer of "philosophic\n", compare the effects of the following two commands:

```plaintext
expect *hi**
expect *hi*hi*
```

In the first one, the * matches losophic\n. This is the longest possible string that the * can match while still allowing the hi to match hi. In the second expect, the * only matches losop, thereby allowing the second hi to match. If the * matched anything else, the entire pattern would fail to match.

What happens with the following command in which there are two asterisks?

```plaintext
expect **hi**
```

This could conceivably match in two ways corresponding to the two occurrences of "hi" in the string.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>possibility (1)</th>
<th>* matches</th>
<th>hi matches</th>
<th>* matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>philosop</td>
<td>hi</td>
<td>c\n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possibility (2)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>hi</td>
<td>losophic\n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What actually happens is possibility (1). The first * matches philosop. As before, each * tries to match the longest string possible while allowing the total pattern to match, but the *'s are matched from left to right. The leftmost *'s match strings before the rightmost *'s have a chance. While the outcome is the same in this case (that is, the whole pattern matches), I will show cases later where it is necessary to realize that pattern matching proceeds from left to right.

**At The Beginning Of A Pattern Is Rarely Useful**

Patterns match beginning at the earliest possible character in a string. In Chapter 3 (p. 74), I showed how the pattern hi matched the first hi in philosophic. However, in the example above, the subpattern hi matched the second hi. Why the difference?

The difference is that hi was preceded by "*". Since the * is capable of matching anything, the leading * causes the match to start at the beginning of the string. In contrast, the earliest point that the bare hi can match is the first hi. Once that hi has matched, it cannot match anything else—including the second hi.

In practice, a leading * is usually redundant. Most patterns have enough literal letters that there is no choice in how the match occurs. The only remaining difference is that the leading * forces the otherwise unmatched leading characters to be stored in
expect_out(0,string). However, the characters will already be stored in expect_out(buffer) so there is little merit on this point alone.†

* At The End Of A Pattern Can Be Tricky

When a * appears at the right end of a pattern, it matches everything left in the input buffer (assuming the rest of the pattern matches). This is a useful way of clearing out the entire buffer so that the next expect does not return a mishmash of things that were received previously and things that are brand new.

Sometimes it is even useful to say:

    expect *

Here the * matches anything. This is like saying, "I don't care what's in the input buffer. Throw it away." This pattern always matches, even if nothing is there. Remember that * matches anything, and the empty string is anything! As a corollary of this behavior, this command always returns immediately. It never waits for new data to arrive. It does not have to since it matches everything.

In the examples demonstrating * so far, each string was entered by a person who pressed return afterwards. This is typical of most programs, because they run in what is called cooked mode. Cooked mode includes the usual line-editing features such as backspace and delete-previous-word. This is provided by the terminal driver, not the program. This simplifies most programs. They see the line only after you have edited it and pressed return.

Unfortunately, output from processes is not nearly so well behaved. When you watch the output of a program such as ftp or telnet (or cat for that matter), it may seem as if lines appear on your screen as atomic units. But this is not guaranteed. For example, in the previous chapter, I showed that when ftp starts up it looks like this:

```
% ftp ftp.uu.net
Connected to ftp.uu.net.
Name (ftp.uu.net:don):
```

Even though the program may have printed "Connected to ftp.uu.net.\n" all at once—perhaps by a single printf in a C program—the UNIX kernel can break this into small chunks, spitting out a few characters each time to the terminal. For example, it might print out "Conn" and then "ecte" and then "d to" and so on. Fortunately, computers are so fast that humans do not notice the brief pauses in the middle of

† The more likely reason to see scripts that begin many patterns with "*" is that prior to Expect version 4, all patterns were anchored, with the consequence that most patterns required a leading "*".
output. The reason the system breaks up output like this is that programs usually produce characters faster than the terminal driver can display them. The operating system will obligingly wait for the terminal driver to effectively say, "Okay, I've displayed that last bunch of characters. Send me a couple more." In reality, the system does not just sit there and wait. Since it is running many other programs at the same time, the system switches its attention frequently to other programs. Expect itself is one such "other program" in this sense.

When Expect runs, it will immediately ask for all the characters that a program produced only to find something like "Conn". If told to wait for a string that matches "Name*: ", Expect will keep asking the computer if there is any more output, and it will eventually find the output it is looking for.

As I said, humans are slow and do not notice this chunking effect. In contrast, Expect is so fast that it is almost always waiting. Thus, it sees most output come as chunks rather than whole lines. With this in mind, suppose you wanted to find out the version of ftp that a host is using. By looking back at the output, you can see that it is contained in the greeting line that begins "220" and ends with "ready.". Naively, you could wait for that line as:

```expect ^220$```

If you are lucky, you might get the entire line stored in $expect_out(0,string). You might even get the next line in there as well. But more likely, you will only get a fragment, such as "220 f" or "220 ftp.UU.VE". Since the pattern 220* matches either of these, expect has no reason to wait further and will return. As I stated earlier, expect returns with whatever is the longest string that matches the pattern. The problem here is that the remainder of the line may not have shown up yet!

If you want to get the entire line, you must be more specific. The following pattern works:

```*220*ready.*```

By specifying the text that ends the line, you force expect to wait for the entire line to arrive. The "." is not actually needed just to find the version identifier. You could just make the pattern:

```*220*re*```

Leaving off the e would be too short. This would allow the pattern to match the r in server rather than ready. It is possible to make the overall pattern even shorter by looking for more unusual patterns. But quite often you trade off readability. There is an art to choosing patterns that are correct, yet not too long but still readable. A good guideline is to give more priority to readability. The pattern matching performed by Expect is very inexpensive.
The previous chapter described glob patterns. You were probably familiar with them from the shell. Glob patterns are very simple and are sufficient for many purposes. Hence they are the default style of pattern matching in `expect` commands. However, their simplicity brings with it limitations.

For example, glob patterns cannot match any character `not` in a list of characters, nor can glob patterns match a choice of several different strings. Both of these turn out to be fairly common tasks. And while both can be simulated with a sequence of several other commands, Expect provides a much more powerful and concise mechanism: regular expressions.

**Regular Expressions—A Quick Start**

In order to jumpstart your knowledge of regular expressions (`regexp` for short), I will start out by noting the similarities. As the following table of examples shows, every glob pattern is representable by a regular expression. In contrast, some regular expressions cannot be represented as glob patterns.

For example, both the glob pattern `foo` and the regular expression `foo` match the literal string "foo". Backslash works in the usual way, turning the following character into its literal equivalent. "^" and "$" also work the same way as before. Regular expression ranges work as before, plus they can also be used to match any character `not` in the range by placing a "^" immediately after the left bracket. (I will show more detail on this later.) Besides this, the only significant differences in the table are the last two lines which describe how to match any single character and any number of any characters.

Except for "., *, each of the patterns in the table is called an *atom*. A * appended to an atom creates a pattern that matches any number (including zero) of the particular atom.
Table 5.1. Comparison of glob patterns and regular expressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>glob</th>
<th>regexp</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>literal s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>literal *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^</td>
<td>^</td>
<td>beginning of string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>end of string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a-z]</td>
<td>[a-z]</td>
<td>any character in the range a to z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[^a-z]</td>
<td></td>
<td>any character not in the range a to z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>any single character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>any number of characters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, the regular expression “a*” matches any string of a’s, such as “a”, “aa”, “aaaaaa” and “”. That last string has no a’s in it at all. This is considered a match of zero a’s.

The pattern [0-9]* matches strings made up of integers such as “012” and “888”. Notice that the atom does not have to match the same literal value each time. When matching “012”, the range “[0-9]” first matches “0”, then it matches “1”, and finally matches “2”.

You can use ranges to construct more useful patterns. For example [1-9][0-9]* matches any positive integer. The first atom matches the first digit of the number, while the remaining digits are matched by the “[0-9]*”.

C language identifiers can be matched with the pattern “[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*”. This is similar to the previous pattern. In both cases the first character is restricted to a subset of the characters that can be used in the remaining part of the string.

In both cases the * only applies to the immediately preceding range. That is because the * only applies to the immediately preceding atom. One range is an atom; two ranges are not an atom.

Atoms by themselves and atoms with a * appended to them are called pieces. Pieces can also consist of atoms with a + or ? appended. An atom followed by + matches a sequence of one or more matches of the atom. An atom followed by ? matches the atom or the empty string. For example, “a+” matches “a” and “aa” but not “”, while “a?” matches “a” and “” but not “aa”. The pattern “0x[0-9a-fA-F]+” matches a hexadecimal number in the C language such as “0x0b2e” or “0xfffff”. The pattern “-?[1-9][0-9]*” matches positive or negative integers such as 1, 10, 1000, -1, and -1000. Notice how the [1-9] range prevents a zero from being the first digit, avoiding strings like -05 and 007.
In this chapter, I will describe the limits of patterns, including what to do when you hit them. I will also cover the darker side of range patterns—matching anything but certain characters. In the second half of the chapter, I will go into more detail on pattern actions including flow control. Finally, I will cover some miscellaneous pattern matching issues that do not fit anywhere else.

**Matching Anything But**

As I said in Chapter 5 (p. 113), pattern pieces match as many characters as possible. This makes it a little tricky to match a single line, single word, or single anything. For example, the regular expression `.*
` matches a single line, but it also matches two lines because two lines end with a `\n`. Similarly, it matches three lines, four lines, and so on. If you want to read lines one at a time from another program, then you cannot use this kind of pattern. The solution is to use the `^`

In Chapter 3 (p. 73), I showed that the `^` matches the beginning of the input buffer. When `^` is the first character of a regular-expression range, it means **match anything but the given characters**. For example, the regular expression `[^ab]` matches any character except a or b. The pattern `[^a-zA-Z]` matches any character but a letter.

A range can be used to build larger patterns. The pattern `[^ ]*` matches the longest string not including a blank. For example, if the input buffer contained "For example, if the input buffer contained ", the following expect command could be called repeatedly to match each word in the input.

---

† To match any character but a `^`, use the pattern `[^ ]`. To match a `^` outside a range, quote it with a backslash. To match a `^` inside a range, put it in any position of the range but the first. To match any character but a `^`, use the pattern `[^^]`.

---
expect -re "\([^ ]*\)" *

The range matches each word and the result is stored in $expect_out(1,string). The space at the end of the word is matched explicitly. Without the explicit space, the input buffer is left beginning with a space ("cow jumped ...") and subsequent matches return the null string before the first space.

Remember that the length of the match is important, but only after the starting position is taken into account. Patterns match the longest string at the first possible position in the input. In this example, 0 characters at column 0 are successfully matched even though the pattern can also match 3 characters at column 1. Because column 0 is before column 1, the earlier match is used.

There is no explicit means to match later matches than earlier ones, but often it is possible to simply pick a more descriptive pattern. In this example, the space can be skipped over. Alternatively, the * can be replaced by a + to force the pattern to be at least one letter. This effectively skips over the space between the words without the need to explicitly match it.

\[ expect -re "\[^ ]+" \]

Now the word is stored in "expect_out(0,string)". Because the pattern does not match whitespace, there is no need to select pieces of it, and the parentheses are no longer needed, simplifying the pattern further.

Here is the opening dialogue greeting from Uunet’s SMTP server. SMTP is the mail protocol used by most Internet computers. The server is normally controlled by a mail program to transfer mail from one host to another, but you can telnet to it directly and type commands interactively. The telnet program adds the first three lines, and Uunet sends back the line that begins “220”:

\[ % telnet relay1.uu.net smtp \]
Tying 192.48.96.5 ...
Connected to relay1.uu.net.
Escape character is `\[`".  
220 relay1.UU.NET Sendmail 5.61/UNINET-internet-primary ready at
Mon, 22 Feb 93 23:13:56 -0500

In the last line (which wraps over two physical lines on the page), the remote hostname appears immediately after the “220”. In order to match and extract the hostname, use the following command:

\[ expect -re "\n220 \([^ ]+\)" * \]

There are several subtle things about this command. First of all, the SMTP protocol dictates that responses are terminated by \r\n and that the initial response to the connection begins with the string 220 followed by the host or domain identification. Thus, you are guaranteed to see the string “220”.

Copyrighted material
In this chapter, I will discuss the generation and suppression of certain types of output, including normal and diagnostic output. Diagnostic output includes information helpful for debugging pattern matching problems. I will discuss debugging of script control flow and scripts as a whole in Chapter 18 (p. 403).

Pattern Debugging

In the last couple of chapters, I described how to write patterns. Clearly there are some tricky issues of which you have to be aware. Writing effective patterns is a challenging art for several reasons.

First, you have to know the rules for constructing patterns. Second, you have to understand the rules for expressing them in Tcl. Third, you have to know what characters are in the string you expect. Misunderstanding any one of these steps can cause you to write patterns that do not match.

When patterns do not match as intended, a common symptom is that the script executes very slowly. For example, the following is a fragment of a script to log in. It ought to execute quickly.

```tcl
expect "Login: "
send "don\r"
expect "Password: "
send "swordfish\r"
```

However, on a typical system this fragment takes 20 seconds to execute instead of one or two seconds. There are two problems. The first is with the patterns. The first pattern says to expect "Login: " but on a typical UNIX system the prompt is "login: ".
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Instead of matching, the script waits for more input for another 10 seconds (because that is the default timeout). After 10 seconds, `expect` times out. Since there is no timeout action, the user is not informed that the pattern failed to match. The `expect` simply returns and control passes to the next command in the script.

This kind of mistake is not uncommon. Part of the reason is that on a UNIX system, the default login prompt starts with a lowercase letter while the password prompt starts with an uppercase letter. This kind of inconsistency, rampant in many interactive interfaces, is ignored by most users and naturally shows up in scripts like these.

The second problem is due to another user-interface inconsistency. There is a space character at the end of the "Password: " pattern. But the actual prompt received is "Password: ", which does not have a space at the end! This type of incorrect pattern is an easy mistake to make because most prompts include a trailing space—but not the one for the password. Repeating the earlier logic, the script waits for another 10 seconds.

Scripts with these kinds of errors may work, but with snail-like speed. One way to find out the problem is to ask Expect what it is doing internally.

The command "exp_internal 1" causes Expect to print diagnostics describing some of its internal operations. Among other things, this includes the comparisons that occur within the `expect` command. Here is the script using "exp_internal 1" along with a `telnet` command.

```bash
spawn telnet uunet.uu.net
exp_internal 1
expect "Login: 
send "don\r"
expect "Password: 
send "swordfish\r"
```

When run through the first `expect-send` sequence, the output starts out like this:

```bash
spawn telnet uunet.uu.net
expect: does "* (spawn_id 5) match glob pattern "Login: "? no
Trying
expect: does "Trying " (spawn_id 5) match glob pattern "Login: "? no
192.48.
expect: does "Trying 192.48." (spawn_id 5) match glob pattern
 "Login: "? no
96.2 ..
expect: does "Trying 192.48.96.2 .. " (spawn_id 5) match glob pattern
 "Login: "? no
```
In this chapter, I will describe how to use the `send` and `expect` commands to interact with the user and a process in the same script. For scripts that require passwords, a common approach is to interact with the user only to get the password and then to automate the remainder of the program. I will describe how to do this in a secure manner and I will also describe other topics related to passwords and security.

It is desirable to suppress character echoing while prompting for passwords. I will describe how to do this along with a broader discussion of terminal modes and how you can control them to achieve a variety of other effects.

**The `send_user` Command**

In Chapter 3 (p. 71), `send` was used to print strings to the the standard output. The first program in that chapter printed out "hello world" and was just one command:

```
send "hello world\n"
```

However, once a process has been spawned, the `send` command no longer prints to the standard output but instead sends strings to the spawned process. In the following script, the `send` command sends its argument to the spawned process, `ftp`:

```
spawn ftp ftp.uu.net
expect "Name"
send "anonymous\r"
```
The **expect** command works the same way. Initially, it reads from Expect's standard input but as soon as a process has been spawned, **expect** reads from the process.

If the process dies and a new process is spawned, **send** and **expect** refer to the new process. In Chapter 10 (p. 233), I will describe how to use **send** and **expect** to communicate with two processes simultaneously. Communicating with a process and a user is a special case of this. Because it is so common, it merits special commands in Expect.

The **send_user** command sends strings to the standard output just the way **send** does when Expect starts. Both can initially be used to send strings to the standard output. But after a process is spawned, **send** sends strings to the process while **send_user** continues to send strings to the standard output. The command **send_user** is so named because normally the standard output is immediately sent to the user. Of course, if the standard output is redirected, the **send_user** command sends strings according to that redirection.

A common use of **send_user** is to issue informative messages on the progress of an interaction with a spawned process. This is helpful when **log_user** has been invoked to suppress the normal output of a process. For example, here is the **ftp-rfc** script from Chapter 3 (p. 82). The **log_user** command has been added to suppress output from **ftp**, and a couple of **send_user** commands have been added.

```bash
#!/usr/local/bin/expect --
# retrieve an RFC (or the index) from uunet via anon ftp

if ([$length $argv] != 1) {
    send "usage: ftp-rfc [-index|#]\n"
    exit
}

set timeout -1
log_user 0

send "spawning ftp\n"
spawn ftp ftp.uu.net
expect "Name"

send_user "logging in as anonymous\n"
send "anonymous\r"
expect "Password:"
send "don@libes.com\r"
expect "ftp> "
send "cd inet/rfc\r"
expect "ftp> "
send "binary\r"
expect "ftp> "
```
In this chapter, I will cover Expect’s command-line arguments and describe more about how Expect scripts fit in with other UNIX utilities. I will also focus on the difference between running Expect interactively versus non-interactively.

Expect — Just Another Program

To the operating system, Expect is just another program. There is nothing special about it. For example, it has attributes similar to many other programs you are familiar with:

- Expect has standard input, standard output, and standard error. They can be read from and written to. They can be redirected.

- Expect can be run in the background from the command-line using & or from cron or at.

- Expect can be called from other programs, such as C programs, shell scripts, awk scripts, and even other Expect scripts.

Expect is also an interpreter, and it shares attributes of most other interpreters:

- Expect supports the #! convention.

- Expect can be run interactively, taking commands from the keyboard, or non-interactively, taking commands from scripts or standard input.

- Expect takes flags or can pass them on to scripts.

Like most interpreters, Expect takes a file name as an argument, and uses it as a source from which to read commands.
% expect script.exp

If you want to pass additional information to the script, you can do so just by putting it at the end of the command line.

% expect script.exp foo bar 17

Inside the script, this information can be found in the variable argv. The value of argv can be manipulated as a list. Here is a script called "echo.exp". It echoes each argument, prefaced with its index in argv.

#!/usr/local/bin/expect --
set argc [llength $argv]
for (set i 0) {$i<$argc} {incr i} {
    puts "$argv $i: [lindex $argv $i]"
}

When I run this script from the command line with some random arguments, it looks like this:

% expect echo.exp foo bar "17 and a half"
arg 0: foo
arg 1: bar
arg 2: 17 and a half

The last argument was kept together by double quoting it. This is a shell mechanism. Without the double quotes, the shell breaks apart arguments that are separated by whitespace. If present, the double quotes are stripped off before passing the arguments to Expect. Notice that this is exactly the same way that Tcl uses double quotes.

The script name is not included in the argument list. The arguments are only those of the script, not of Expect. This is convenient in many scripts because the argument list can be directly used without stripping out the command name.

The script name is stored in the variable argv0. Adding the command "puts "argv0: $argv0\n" as the first line of the example script causes it to print an additional line:

argv0: echo.exp
arg 0: foo
arg 1: bar
arg 2: 17 and a half

The expect from the original command line vanishes as if the script itself had been called without it. There is little reason to have the expect in there anyway. Obviously, the Expect script knows that it is an Expect script. But there is an even more important reason to get rid of it—so that a script sees the same arguments whether it is invoked as "expect script" or just "script". I will show later why this is so useful.
In this chapter, I will describe how to build scripts that communicate with multiple processes. Using multiple processes, you can build scripts that do much more than simple automation. For instance, you can connect programs together or borrow the facilities of one to enhance those of another. You can also do it transparently so that it seems like a single program to anyone running the script.

**The spawn_id Variable**

In the following script, two processes are spawned. The first is bc, an arbitrary precision arithmetic interpreter. The second is a shell. By default, send and expect communicate with the most recently spawned process. In this case, the following expect reads from the shell because it was spawned after bc.

```
    spawn bc
    spawn /bin/sh
    expect $prompt       ;# communicate with /bin/sh
```

Why is this? When a spawn command is executed, the variable spawn_id is set to an identifier that refers to the process. The spawn_id variable is examined each time send and expect are called. send and expect know how to access the process by using the value in spawn_id.

If another process is spawned, spawn_id is automatically set to an identifier referring to the new process. At this point, send and expect then communicate with the new process. In this example, “spawn bc” stored an identifier into spawn_id, but “spawn /bin/sh” replaced that with a new identifier to the shell process. The following expect command therefore communicates with the shell.
It is possible to communicate with the old process by setting `spawn_id` back to the identifier for that process. `spawn_id` is not special in this regard. It is read or written using the same commands that access other variables. For example:

```bash
spawn bc
set bc_spawn_id $spawn_id ;# save bc's spawn id

spawn /bin/sh
set shell_spawn_id $spawn_id ;# save shell's spawn id

set spawn_id $bc_spawn_id ;# talk to bc
send "scale=50;r"
```

Clearly, the value of `spawn_id` is very important. Indeed, the process whose identifier is stored in `spawn_id` is known as the currently spawned process. In the script above, `bc` is initially the currently spawned process, and then `/bin/sh` becomes the currently spawned process. When `spawn_id` is reset by an explicit `set` command, `bc` once again becomes the currently spawned process.

While not the only ones, the UNIX program `bc` and the related program `dc` are very useful to have spawned while other programs are running. Both `bc` and `dc` are capable of arbitrary precision mathematics. For example, suppose you are interacting with a process which requires you to multiply some very large number together but does not provide support itself to do it. Just change to the spawn id from `bc` and get the answer through an interaction like this:

```bash
send "1234567897293847923*234229384318401298334234874\r"
expect -re "\n([.])\r\n"
```

Here is an interaction with `dc` to change a decimal number to the oddball base of 6.

```bash
send "1928379182379871\r6op\r"
expect -re "\n([.])\n([.])\r\n"
```

Both of these leave the result in `expect_out(1,string)`.

**Example — chess Versus chess**

Very useful results can be produced by communicating with multiple processes. A simple but amusing example is the problem of having one chess process play a second chess process. In order to accomplish this, the standard output of one process must be fed to the standard input of another, and vice versa.
It is possible to communicate with the old process by setting `spawn_id` back to the identifier for that process. `spawn_id` is not special in this regard. It is read or written using the same commands that access other variables. For example:

```plaintext
spawn bc
set bc_spawn_id $spawn_id ;# save bc's spawn id

spawn /bin/sh
set shell_spawn_id $spawn_id ;# save shell's spawn id

set spawn_id $bc_spawn_id ;# talk to bc
send "scale=50\r"
```

Clearly, the value of `spawn_id` is very important. Indeed, the process whose identifier is stored in `spawn_id` is known as the currently spawned process. In the script above, `bc` is initially the currently spawned process, and then `/bin/sh` becomes the currently spawned process. When `spawn_id` is reset by an explicit `set` command, `bc` once again becomes the currently spawned process.

While not the only ones, the UNIX program `bc` and the related program `dc` are very useful to have spawned while other programs are running. Both `bc` and `dc` are capable of arbitrary precision mathematics. For example, suppose you are interacting with a process which requires you to multiply some very large number together but does not provide support itself to do it. Just change to the spawn id from `bc` and get the answer through an interaction like this:

```plaintext
send "1234567897293847923*234229384318401298334234874\r"
expect -re "\n\n"n(.*))*\r\n
Here is an interaction with `dc` to change a decimal number to the oddball base of 6.

send "1928379182379871\r6op\r"
expect -re "\n\n(.*)\r\n"

Both of these leave the result in `expect_out(1,string)`.

**Example — chess Versus chess**

Very useful results can be produced by communicating with multiple processes. A simple but amusing example is the problem of having one `chess` process play a second `chess` process. In order to accomplish this, the standard output of one process must be fed to the standard input of another, and vice versa.
In the previous chapter, I introduced the concept of a spawn id and how the spawn_id variable could be used to change the attention of Expect commands between multiple processes. In this chapter, I will demonstrate a mechanism that provides a more explicit way of denoting the current spawn id. Explicitly naming spawn ids makes it possible to handle multiple spawn ids in the same command.

I will also cover the `expect_before` and `expect_after` commands, which can greatly simplify scripts by performing common tests (such as for `eof` and `timeout`) in only a single command of the script.

**Implicit Versus Explicit Spawn Ids**

The previous chapter demonstrated various ways of interacting with two processes, an `ftp` process and a `write` process. By setting the variable `spawn_id`, the `send` and `expect` commands can communicate with either process. Here is an example of that from the previous chapter:

```plaintext
set spawn_id $ftp
send "$file1\r"; expect "220*ftp> "

set spawn_id $write
send "successfully retrieved file\r"

set spawn_id $ftp
send "$file2\r"; expect "220*ftp> "
```
It is also possible to supply `send` and `expect` with an explicit parameter representing a spawn id. In this case, the commands do not use the `spawn_id` variable. Instead the spawn id is passed as an argument following the flag `-i`. For example:

```
send -i $write "successfully retrieved file\r"
```

This command sends the string to the `write` process. The value of `spawn_id` is irrelevant, as `send` uses the value following the `-i` flag. The value of `spawn_id` remains what it was before the command.

Using this line, you can rewrite the earlier fragment as:

```
set spawn_id $ftp
send *get $file1\r*;  expect *220*ftp> *

send -i $write "successfully retrieved file\r"

send *get $file2\r*;  expect *220*ftp> *
```

The "send -i" sends the string to the `write` process while all the other commands communicate with the `ftp` process.

Using `-i` is convenient when the script only has to send one thing to another process while a lot of interaction is occurring with the currently spawned process.

The `-i` flag is also supported by the `expect` command. The `expect` commands in the previous example could have been written:

```
expect -i $ftp *220*ftp> *
```

If multiple patterns are used, they are all tested against the output from the spawn id following the `-i` flag. In the following example, `expect` executes action if either of the 220 or 550 codes are returned by the `ftp` process.

```
expect {
  -i $ftp
  *220*ftp> * action
  *550*ftp> * action
}
```

Notice how the braces enclose all of the arguments including the `-i` flag. Patterns can be specified on the same line as the `-i` flag. Do whatever you think is most readable.

Here is another rendition of the command. It looks different but does the same thing.

```
expect {
  -i $ftp *220*ftp> * action
  *550*ftp> * action
}
```
In this chapter, I will provide more detail about the `send` command, including its ability to send strings with special timings between the letters of a string. I will revisit the concepts from the previous two chapters—dealing with multiple processes—in the context of `send`. Finally, I will describe some interactions between `send` and other parts of Expect such as how to `send` without echoing.

The descriptions in this chapter will explicitly refer to the `send` command, but most of them apply to the related commands `send_user`, `send_error`, and `send_tty`.

**Implicit Versus Explicit Spawn Ids**

The previous chapter showed the differences between controlling `expect` with `spawn_id` versus using the `-i` flag. The `send` command can be controlled in the same way. For example, the two lines are equivalent—both send the string `foo` to the process corresponding to the spawn id in the `proc` variable.

```plaintext
set spawn_id $proc; send "foo"
send -i $proc "foo"
```

While the first line is longer, setting the spawn id is simpler if a single process is the focus of interaction for a group of commands. For example, if a login is performed, the implicit method (using `spawn_id`) looks like this:

```plaintext
set spawn_id $proc
expect "login:"
send "$name\r"
expect "Password:"
send "$password\r"
expect "$prompt"
```
Using explicit -i parameters requires more characters and is more difficult to read:

```bash
expect -i $proc "login:"
send -i $proc "$name\r"
expect -i $proc "Password:"
send -i $proc "$password\r"
expect -i $proc "$prompt"
```

Setting spawn_id makes it possible to easily localize which process is being interacted with. If the process has to be changed to a different one, only the set command has to change.

Procedures are excellent ways of localizing variables, thereby reducing complexity. For example, the following procedure takes a spawn id as an argument and performs a login interaction.

```bash
proc login {id} {
    set spawn_id $id

    expect "login:"
send "$name\r"
expect "Password:"
send "$password\r"
expect "$prompt"
}
```

If only a single process is being controlled, it is convenient to name the formal parameter spawn_id. Then, no explicit set is needed. It occurs implicitly at the time the procedure is called. Here is the same procedure definition rewritten using this technique:

```bash
proc login {spawn_id} {
    expect "login:"
send "$name\r"
expect "Password:"
send "$password\r"
expect "$prompt"
}
```

### Sending To Multiple Processes

Unlike the `expect` command, the `send` command has no built-in support for sending to multiple processes simultaneously. The support is not necessary, since it is possible to achieve the same effect by writing a group of `send` commands or by writing one in a
Besides starting processes, `spawn` can be used to begin interactions with files and pipelines. In this chapter, I will go into detail on the `spawn` command. I will also cover ptys—what they are, how to control them, and their features and pitfalls.

**The Search Path**

The `spawn` command follows the “usual” rules in finding programs to invoke. Both relative and absolute filenames are acceptable. If a filename is specified with no directory at all, the value of the environment variable `PATH` is treated as a list of directories and each directory is searched until the given file is found. This searching is performed by the operating system and behaves identically to the way that programs are found from shells such as the Bourne shell and the C shell.

```
spawn /bin/passwd  ;# absolute
spawn passwd      ;# relative
```

In some cases, naming programs absolutely is a good idea. In other cases, relative names make more sense. If you do use relative names, it is a good idea to set `PATH` explicitly. For example:

```
set env(PATH) */bin:/usr/bin
```

Setting the path avoids the possibility of picking up local versions of utilities that users might otherwise have on their paths. Users at other sites may need to change the path, but the single definition at the top of a script makes the path easy to change.

While resetting the path is easy enough, there are circumstances when it makes more sense to refer to programs absolutely. For example, your system may have several versions of a utility (e.g., BSD, SV, POSIX, GNU). Naming a utility absolutely may be safer than using the path.
Rather than embedding a name literally, use variables so that all the references in a script can be changed easily if necessary. For example, you might localize a particular `telnet` as:

```bash
set telnet /usr/ucb/telnet
```

Later in the script, `telnet` would then be started this way:

```bash
spawn $telnet
```

Sets of programs that live in different subdirectories under a common directory could be localized with separate variables such as in this example:

```bash
set root "/usr/kidney"
set bindir "$root/bin"
set testdir "$root/test/bin"
set demoprog "$bindir/nephron-demo"
```

Scripts that use these initializations would have `spawn` commands such as:

```bash
spawn $bindir/control
spawn $testdir/simulate
spawn $demoprog
```

If you have a number of scripts using these definitions, they can be stored in a common file that is sourced by the scripts at start-up.

Like Tcl's `exec` command and the C-shell, `spawn` also supports the tilde notation. A tilde preceeding the first component of a filename is understood to mean the home directory corresponding to the user named by that component. For example, the following command spawns the `pike` program from the files of a user named `shaney`:

```bash
spawn ~shaney/bin/pike
```

**Philosophy — Processes Are Smart**

The previous chapter demonstrated how to open files or devices and send commands to them with `puts`. This technique calls upon another program to do the handling of the device. At first glance, you might consider this inefficient. Why run two programs when one will do? Consider that reusing another program allows you to isolate all the device-specific problems in one place. If the `tip` program already knows about serial devices and how, for example, to choose among baud rates, why burden other programs with the same knowledge?

Ideally, if you just had one program that knew everything about, say, your serial devices, you would not need any others. Or perhaps, other programs could call upon your serial device program when they needed to access a serial device. This is
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If at all possible, avoid signals. They are tricky to use correctly, and signal-handling code is perhaps the most difficult to debug. Despite these warnings, there are situations in which signals are the only solution. In this chapter, I will describe the reasons why you may have to deal with signals and how to handle them. I will also present related details of the wait and exit commands.

Signals

Signals are software interrupts. They can be generated for a variety of reasons such as the pressing of certain keystrokes. In cooked mode, pressing control-C usually generates an interrupt signal in the foreground process. Processes can also generate signals in other processes—or even in themselves. This is commonly referred to as sending or raising or generating a signal. Finally, the operating system can generate signals for a number of reasons, such as if a power failure is imminent and the system is about to halt. For more in-depth information on signals, read your local man pages.

Specific signals are commonly referred to in several ways. For example, signal number 9 is usually written as SIGKILL in C programs. However, many utilities (e.g., kill) only accept 9 or KILL (without the SIG prefix). Expect accepts all three forms (9, KILL, or SIGKILL). For clarity in this book, I like to use the C-style although I will give examples of why the other two forms are occasionally useful.

The exact list of signals varies from one system to another but modern systems include those shown in the following table. There are others but the signals shown here are the ones you are most likely to deal with in an Expect script.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIGHUP</td>
<td>hangup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGINT</td>
<td>interrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGQUIT</td>
<td>quit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGKILL</td>
<td>kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGPIPE</td>
<td>pipe write failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGTERM</td>
<td>software termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGSTOP</td>
<td>stop (really “suspend”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGTSTP</td>
<td>keyboard stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGCONT</td>
<td>continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGCHLD</td>
<td>child termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGWINCH</td>
<td>window size change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGUSR1</td>
<td>user-defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGUSR2</td>
<td>user-defined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming you have permission, these signals can be generated by using the kill command from a shell script or \texttt{exec kill} from an Expect script. For example, from an Expect script the following command sends an interrupt signal to process 1389.

\texttt{exec kill -INT 1389}

Expect processes can receive as well as generate signals. In the example above, if process 1389 is an Expect process, upon receiving a signal, the process looks for a command that is associated with the signal. An associated command is known as a signal \texttt{handler} or \texttt{trap}. If there is a handler, it is evaluated. When the handler has completed execution, the script (usually) returns to what it was doing before the signal arrived.

The association between a signal and its handler is created by the \texttt{trap} command. Only one handler can be associated with a signal at a time. If you make the association from within a procedure, the association remains in effect even after the procedure returns. Each association replaces the previous one for the signal of the same name.

For example, the following command causes a script to print "\texttt{bye bye}" and then to exit if an interrupt signal (SIGINT) is received.

\texttt{trap \{send_user \"bye bye\"; exit\} SIGINT}
In earlier chapters, `interact` was used in a very simple way. In reality, the `interact` command simplifies many tasks and opens up a world of new problems that can be solved. In this chapter, I will describe the more common uses for `interact`. In the next chapter, I will focus on using `interact` with multiple processes.

**The `interact` Command**

In Chapter 3 (p. 82), I introduced the `interact` command in the context of a script to automate `ftp`. The script carried out the initial part of the procedure—entering the user name and password—and then returned control to the user by calling `interact`.

The `interact` command is much more flexible than that example demonstrated. `interact` can also:

- execute actions when patterns are seen from either a user or a spawned process
- allow the user to take control of a spawned process, and return control to the script for further automated interaction, any number of times
- suppress parts or all of an interaction
- connect two or more spawned processes together, pairwise or in other combinations

Many of the things `interact` does can also be done by `expect`, but `interact` can do them more easily and efficiently. In this sense, `interact` is a higher-level command than `expect`. In other ways, `expect` and `interact` are duals. They do the same thing but have a very different way of looking at the world. As I explain `interact`, I will frequently bring up `expect` to compare the similarities and contrast the differences between the two.
In its simplest form, the interact command sets up a connection between the user and the currently spawned process. The user's terminal is put into raw mode so that the connection is transparent. It really feels like the user is typing to the process.

In its basic form, the interact command connects a user and spawned process.

If the spawned process exits, the interact command returns and the next line of the script is executed. In a simple script such as the anonymous ftp script (aftp), the interact command is the last line in the script, so the script simply exits when interact does.

**Simple Patterns**

Like the expect command, the interact command can execute actions upon detecting patterns. However, interact and expect behave very differently in many respects.

The syntax for specifying patterns and actions is similar to expect. Patterns and actions are listed as pairs of arguments. For example, the following interact command causes the date to be printed if ~d is typed by the user.

```
interact "~d" {puts [exec date]}
```

By default, a matched pattern is not sent on to the process. (Later, I will show how to change this behavior.) Thus, in this example, the process never sees the ~d.

Unlike the expect command, interact continues after matching a pattern and executing an action. interact continues shuttling characters back and forth between the user and process. It also continues matching patterns. In the example above, the ~d pattern can be matched again and again. Each time, the action will execute.

As with the expect command, additional pattern-action pairs may be listed. Also, all the arguments may be surrounded by a pair of braces, provided they do not all appear
The previous chapter had numerous examples, all showing how to create a connection between a user and the currently spawned process. The `interact` command does this by default, but it is possible to create connections in other ways. In this chapter, I will cover how to use the `interact` command with a process other than the user and currently spawned process, or with multiple processes.

**Connecting To A Process Other Than The Currently Spawned Process**

Like many of the other commands in Expect, the `interact` command accepts the `-i` flag to indicate a spawn id to be used in place of the currently spawned process. For example:

```bash
spawn telnet
set telnet $spawn_id
spawn ftp
interact -i $telnet
```

In this example, `interact` connects the user to the `telnet` process. Without the "-i $telnet", the `ftp` process is connected.

Output from the process is tested against any patterns appearing after the `-i` flag. In other words, the `-i` behaves as if a `-o` flag had also appeared.
Connecting To A Process Instead Of The User

Just as the -i flag allows substitution of one side of the connection created by interact, the -u flag allows substitution of the other side. Specifically, the -u flag identifies a process to be used instead of the user.

```
spawn procl
set procl $spawn_id
spawn proc2
interact -u $procl
```

The interact command above connects the input of proc1 to the output of proc2 and vice versa. The processes interact as shown in the following figure.

```
process selected by spawn_id
proc2  Expect  proc1
        process selected by -u flag
```

*With the -u flag, the interact command connects two spawned processes together.*

In the figure, there is no user involved. The user is still present but does not participate in the interact connection. The user keystrokes are not read nor is there any output to the user.

In Chapter 11 (p. 251), I showed how to have two chess processes communicate using expect commands in a loop. This could be rewritten using "interact -u" with the second chess process replacing the user. The original script was an expect command wrapped in a while loop, but the interact command loops internally. So using interact would avoid the extra command, making the script slightly shorter.

The chess problem is a familiar example but contrived—there is no real reason to use interact since the moves are synchronized. But in real uses, "interact -u" leads to much shorter programs.

Here is a script fragment to perform dialback, the act of having a computer dial a modem and connect to a user. This is useful in situations where the user cannot or does not want to be responsible for the connection. For example, dialback allows the phone charges to be billed to the computer rather than the user.
It is useful to run scripts in the background when they are totally automated. Then your terminal is not tied up and you can work on other things. In this chapter, I will describe some of the subtle points of background processing.

As an example, imagine a script that is *supposedly* automated but prompts for a password anyway or demands interactive attention for some other reason. This type of problem can be handled with Expect. In this chapter, I will discuss several techniques for getting information to and from background processes in a convenient manner.

I will also describe how to build a `telnet` daemon in Expect that can be run from `inetd`. While rewriting a `telnet` daemon is of little value for its own sake, with a few customizations such a daemon can be used to solve a wide variety of problems.

**Putting Expect In The Background**

You can have Expect run in the background in several ways. You can explicitly start it asynchronously by appending `&` to the command line. You can start Expect and then press `^Z` and enter `bg`. Or you can run Expect from `cron` or `at`. Some systems have a third interface called `batch`. Expect can also put itself into the background using the `fork` and `disconnect` commands.

† `cron`, `at`, and `batch` all provide different twists on the same idea; however, Expect works equally well with each so I am going to say "cron" whenever I mean any of `cron`, `at`, or `batch`. You can read about these in your own man pages.
The definition of *background* is not precisely defined. However, a background process usually means one that cannot read from the terminal. The word *terminal* is a historic term referring to the keyboard on which you are typing and the screen showing your output.

Expect normally reads from the terminal by using `expect_user`, "gets stdin", etc. Writing to the terminal is analogous.

If Expect has been started asynchronously (with an & appended) or suspended and continued in the background (via bg) from a job control shell, `expect_user` will not be able to read anything. Instead, what the user types will be read by the shell. Only one process can read from the terminal at a time. Inversely, the terminal is said to be controlling one process. The terminal is known as the *controlling terminal* for all processes that have been started from it.

If Expect is brought into the foreground (by fg), `expect_user` will then be able to read from the terminal.

It is also possible to run Expect in the background but without a controlling terminal. For example, cron does this. Without redirection, `expect_user` cannot be used at all when Expect lacks a controlling terminal.

Depending upon how you have put Expect into the background, a controlling terminal may or may not be present. The simplest way to test if a controlling terminal is present is to use the `stty` command. If `stty` succeeds, a controlling terminal exists.

```plaintext
if [catch stty] {
    # controlling terminal does not exist
} else {
    # controlling terminal exists
}
```

If a controlling terminal existed at one time, the global variable `tty_spawn_id` refers to it. How can a controlling terminal exist at one time and then no longer exist? Imagine starting Expect in the background (using "&"). At this point, Expect has a controlling terminal. If you log out, the controlling terminal is lost.

For the remainder of this chapter, the term *background* will also imply that the process lacks a controlling terminal.

**Running Expect Without A Controlling Terminal**

When Expect has no controlling terminal, you must avoid using `tty_spawn_id`. And if the standard input, standard output, and standard error have not been redirected,
A description of debugging techniques could easily fill an entire book or more—and rightfully so. In any software development, debugging often takes more time than the programming (not to mention design\(^\dagger\)).

The need for debugging is even more exaggerated in Tcl where many people code while thinking. The interpretive nature of the language makes this seductively easy.

Good design principles can help avoid getting stuck in a quagmire. Careful thought can prevent many common traps. In the same way, careful (and imaginative) thought is helpful in solving problems. Some people claim never to use debuggers. I am not one of them, but sometimes it helps to walk away from the keyboard and simply think through what could possibly be happening—or what cannot possibly be happening but is anyway.

**Tracing**

In this section, I will briefly recap some useful techniques and mention a few more that are very useful for tracking down problems. All of these have to do with tracing control. I will go into other debugging techniques later.

Simple output commands (using `puts` and `send`) can go a long way towards finding problems. However, putting commands in and taking them out is a hassle. You can conditionalize their execution with a variable.

```tcl
if (verbose) {
    puts "..."
}
```

\(^\dagger\) Assuming you did any.
Rather than having raw `if/puts` commands throughout your code, it is cleaner to isolate them in one place, such as a procedure called `vprint` (for "verbose print").

```c
proc vprint {msg} {
    global verbose
    if {$verbose} {puts "$msg"}
}
```

Later if you decide to redirect output to a file or window, you only have to change the one output command in `vprint`.

This idea can be augmented in many different ways. For example, the following definition prints the procedure name before the message.

```c
proc vprint {msg} {
    global verbose
    if {$verbose} {
        puts "[$index [info level -1] 0]: $msg"
    }
}
```

## Logging

It is often useful to write information to files so that you can study it later. You can write log files yourself or you can use Expect's logging functions.

The commands `log_user`, `log_file`, and `exp_internal` can all be helpful while debugging. These commands can also be controlled indirectly through procedures similar to the `puts` example above.

I will summarize what these commands do. The `log_user` command controls whether the output of spawned processes is seen. In most scripts, you want to leave this set one way or the other, but it is nice to have the flexibility to turn it off and on during development. The `log_user` command is described further in Chapter 7 (p. 175).

The `log_file` command is related to the `log_user` command. However, `log_file` has almost no uses other than for debugging. The `log_file` command records everything from a spawned process. Even output suppressed via "log_user 0" can be recorded. The `log_file` command is further described in Chapter 7 (p. 180).

The `exp_internal` command is another command that is useful only for debugging. The `exp_internal` command enables the printing of internal information, mostly concerning pattern matching. This command was discussed in Chapter 7 (p. 165).
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Exploring Expect

Expect is quickly becoming a part of every Unix user's toolbox. It allows you to automate telnet, ftp, passwd, rlogin, and hundreds of other applications that normally require human interaction. Using Expect to automate these applications will allow you to speed up tasks and, in many cases, solve new problems that you never would have even considered before.

For example, you can use Expect to test interactive programs with no changes to their interfaces. Or, you can wrap interactive programs with Motif-like front-ends to control applications by buttons, scrollbars, and other graphic elements with no recompilation of the original programs. You don't even need the source code! Expect works with remote applications, too. Use it to tie together internet applications including telnet, Archie, ftp, Gopher, and Mosaic.

Don Libes is the creator of Expect as well as the author of this book. In Exploring Expect, he provides a comprehensive tutorial on all of Expect's features, allowing you to put it immediately to work on your problems. In a down-to-earth and humorous style, he presents numerous examples of challenging real-world applications and how they can be automated using Expect to save you time and money.

Expect is the first of a new breed of programs based on Tcl, the Tool Command Language that is rocking the computer science community. This book provides an introduction to Tcl and describes how Expect applies Tcl's power to the new field of interaction automation. Whether your interest is in Expect or interaction automation or you simply want to learn about Tcl and see how it has been used in real software, you will find Exploring Expect a treasure trove of easy-to-understand and valuable information.

"Expect was the first widely used Tcl application, and it is still one of the most popular. This is a must-know tool for system administrators and many others."

—John Ousterbou, creator of Tcl

"Expect is an absolutely wonderful, marvelous program. It is one of the most useful tools I've seen in 15+ years of Unix backing. Expect is going to save us several thousand dollars in licensing fees in the next year alone, some inestimable number of programming hours, and allow us to provide our users much better service than we otherwise could have."

—John W. Pierce, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of California, San Diego

"It is a mystery to me how Unix could have existed for years without Expect."

—Erik Basilier, Motorola